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ABSTRACT
Online forum is a web space for people to share their knowledge and experiences.
Discussions in online forum often refer to particular geographical locations and places. To extract
the geographical knowledge embedded in these conversations, the first step is to understand the
geographical references in the content. Although this problem has been investigated, online forum
data presents new challenges to existing geotagging approaches. In particular, the linguistic
context of online forum discussion threads available for disambiguating vague geographical
references is not well understood and is not exploited in existing geocoding algorithms.
In this thesis, we analyzed a number of episodes of online forum discussions to
understand the intricacies of geocoding disambiguation of geotagging and the inadequacy of
existing approaches in resolving geographical references in online forum discussion thread. We
found that the development of forum discussion is closely related to its participants’ intentions
and attention’s saliency, which are constantly changing during the course of the discussion. These
characteristics of online forum discussion have not been considered in the geocoding
disambiguation researches. Based on this finding, we propose a method that replies upon the
intentional discourse model to improve existing geocoding approaches’ performance on online
forum discussion contents.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The rise of online social media has brought an information explosion to the 21th century
and has changed the way people communicate and share information. Online forums are a form
of social media and often have geographic references embedded within, especially when the
discussion involved spatial related topics [61]. Furthermore, online forum threaded discussion
characterizes its reader in terms of communities that are relevant to specific geographic locations.
Online forums can be important sources of information as their discussion content
accumulate for long periods of time and from contributors with varied knowledge and
expertise[12]. In order to make use of these discussion contents, we must first understand the
information presented in it. Our interest is to extract and retrieve the geographical information
embedded in them. This process is known as geotagging. The process of automatic geotagging
involves identifying all textual reference to real world geographic entities, locations and
toponyms, with assigning the corresponding geospatial coordinate values to these references
[3,37,45,60]. However, automatic geotagging turns out to be challenging because many location
references (or toponyms) are ambiguous, e.g. toponyms have same names. There are geocoding
methods working on resolved the ambiguities of toponyms using various geocoding heuristics.
However, these geocoding methods did poorly to disambiguate the toponyms in online forum
discussion threads as we demonstrated the inadequacy of these methods in chapter three.
One of the motivations for conducting this research is to support the deliberative dialogue
on spatially defined issues. Research in field aims to expand public participation and civic
engagement of local communities in decision making of spatial related problems[61], e.g., spatial
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planning[32,50]. Participant engages deliberative dialogues often facilitated by the professional
moderator. Meanwhile, the geodeliberation participants need to share their personal knowledge
and experience to others. However, these shared experience and knowledge contains toponyms
and location references with vagueness. The vagueness is due to the participant’s heterogeneous
conception of space [35,76,77] and usage of spatial language [41,85], which brings additional
difficulties for others to understand the spatial concepts and location references appeared in
discussion. For example, the participants may use different cognitive reference points[78] to
describe the community they live, which is hard to be understand by others who are not familiar
with (e.g. “the construction plan will risk people who lives in Capital building area).
Automatic geotagging with geocoding disambiguation reduces the difficulties and efforts
for online forum discussion participants to understand the spatial meaning in discussion. On the
other hand, the facilitator of geodeliberation can benefit from this improved geocoding
disambiguation method as well. For example, facilitators can monitor the focus of the deliberative
discussion using the toponyms appeared in discussion threads, and provide related information
and materials to the participants to improve the quality of deliberation.
In this thesis, we adopted the characteristics of online forum discussion thread with
existing geocoding heuristics to improve the toponym disambiguation’s accuracy. There are
several potential applications that could benefit from improved geocoding disambiguation in
online forum:
•

Geographical Information Retrieval: Successful geocoding disambiguation can
increase the precision of information retrieval from online forums by enabling a
search by location function. For example, search for all the discussions related to
state of Paris, Texas, rather than Paris, France with the textual reference “Paris”.

•

Event Detection and Tracking: Assuming the toponyms have been extracted from
discussion thread and spatially grounded to the correct real world location, it can
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help not only to identify events from discussion contents, but also organize these
events base on their locations. This may allow for tracking in both space and time.
These geotagged event with explicit locations can be used for spatial pattern
extraction, such as crime pattern identification [27].
The goal of this thesis is to advance the research in geocoding disambiguation with a new
heuristic. To achieve this goal, we applied the intention based discourse theory [23] to model the
development of discussion thread in online forum. We hypothesized that the discussion thread’s
interruption discourse segment is the main reason underlying the inadequacy of existing
geocoding methods. We adopted the concept of focusing space stack from the same discourse
theory[23] to provide a new heuristic for geocoding of online forum discussion content.

1.2 Statement of the Problem
Existing geocoding disambiguation strategies are on the assumption that all the toponyms
appeared in the same document’s context are related. However, this assumption could be in under
the environment of online forum threaded discussion. This is because online forum discussion
threads are composed by multiple authors with various background and interests. Meanwhile,
there are very few geocoding researches focusing on geotagging with geocoding disambiguation
of the contents of online forum threaded discussion[6,61]. In addition, online forum threaded
discussion has unique characteristics that makes it different to the document studied in existing
geocoding methods, such as news article and reports. The characteristics of online threaded
discussion forum, as summarized from the information retrieval research work[14,26,33,81], are:


Online forum’s discussion threads are composed of individual posts from discussion
participants with heterogeneous knowledge background and experience
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A single discussion post is oftentimes related to other posts in the same discussion thread
as a reply post



The reply posts in a discussion thread could be separated in time to which it responds,
leading to a fragmented discussion structure and therefore not all the reply posts are
related to the root post. Thus, adjacent reply posts might not be semantically related, and
this phenomenon is termed as “discourse disentanglement”[19,34,42]and
“interruption”[23].
These characteristics have not been exploited in existing geocoding disambiguation

researches. Existing geocoding researches focusing on resolve the toponyms using the
geographical context only (i.e. the other toponyms in the same document), but ignore the intrarelationship between the discussion posts in the same thread that related to the participants’
intention. In this thesis we are aiming on exploring impact of the discussion participant’s
intention and attention on geocoding disambiguation in online forum discussion thread. To
address this research goal, we raise several research questions that need to be answered.
1) Are existing geocoding methods adequate to disambiguate toponyms in online forum
discussion thread?
Existing geocoding methods do not take the characteristics of discussion threads into
the toponyms disambiguation. On the other hand, online forum discussion threads has
characteristic that may violated the assumption that all the toponyms appeared in the
same document are related to each other, such as the existence of “ discourse
interruption”[23]. It is important to understand how the interruptions in discussion
thread influencing existing geocoding disambiguation methods.
2) How to model the online forum discussion thread using participants’ intention to
solve the difficulties of existing geocoding methods encounter?
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The constantly changing of intention and attention of discussion participants during
the development of a discussion thread caused the discourse interruption, which
could possibly violates the assumption taken by existing geocoding methods that all
the toponyms appeared in the same document are related to each other. Therefore, the
discussion participants’ intention, which is an integral component of discussion
thread, needs to be considered and combine with geocoding methods for identifying
the interruptions in discussion thread and avoid mixing the geographical context from
main discussion and interruptions in toponyms’ geocoding disambiguation.

1.3 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. In chapter two we reviewed the
background and related work of geotagging, with both geoparsing and emphasizing on geocoding
disambiguation methods and heuristics. Four major automatic geocoding disambiguation methods
and their related research works have been reviewed.
In chapter three we presented two scenarios of discussion thread to illustrate the
characteristics of online forum threaded discussion. The two scenarios are built based on real
world online forum’s discussion thread with the interruption phenomenon. The purpose for these
two scenarios is to asses existing geocoding methods’ accuracy and their inadequacy on online
forum discussion thread. Through the assessment, we claim that the existence of interruption
caused the inadequacy of geocoding methods in discussion thread’s toponym disambiguation.
In chapter four we introduced the theory of modeling online forum threaded discussion
with its participants’ intention structure and attentional state, based on Grosz and Sidner’s work
of intention based discourse modeling[23]. We discussed the application of using discourse’s
attentional state’s focusing space stack to model the interruption in discussion thread and
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therefore to improve existing geocoding methods’ accuracy by separating unrelated toponyms
appeared in the same document.
The final chapter reviewed what we have done in this thesis, and discussed potential
future research.
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Chapter 2 Related Work in Geotagging
There are accumulated researches on geotagging toponyms in web documents. Typically,
automatic geotagging is treated as a process that consists of two major steps: geoparsing and
geocoding. Geoparsing [15,31,58,59] is also called toponym extraction/recognition [18,64,86],
and toponym detection[25] in some research works. Geocoding [15,58,59] process is referred as
toponym disambiguation [43,55,64,69], toponym grounding[9,31] and location
normalization[18]. Even for geotagging itself there are a set of names that used to describe the
entire process, as georeferencing[69], geoparsing[51] and geocoding[4]. In this thesis work, we
refer the task of discovering the toponyms from text and mapping these references with the
correct real world coordinates as geotagging.
In this chapter, a review of existing geotagging researches is provided. In section one, we
introduced the overall geotagging workflow. In section two, we briefly reviewed existing
geoparsing methods and services, as this thesis is mainly focusing on the geocoding
disambiguation part of geotagging process. In section three we reviewed the four major
geocoding approaches and their heuristics.

2.1 Geotagging Workflow
A geotagging process is defined as a process that consists of two stages: 1) recognization
of place reference from text and 2) mapping of this reference to corresponding geographic
coordinates in the real world[3]. This process can be divided into two main components:
geoparser and geocoder. Geotagging is aiming on solving two types of ambiguities[3,40]:
geo/non-geo, whether the type of entity is a toponym (“Washington” as a place or person’s name)
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and geo/geo, where the spatial entity does refer to (“Washington DC” or “Washington State”). An
example for the geotagging process is:
I live in Washington, DC.  Washington, DC (38.895, -77.037) [WGS 84]
The geotagging system should recognize the toponym name Washington and resolve it to
the correct geographical location with coordination on earth.

Figure 2-1. The workflow of textual document automatic geotagging [69]

Figure 2-1 is an example of automatic geotagging process from Silva et al.’s work[69].
This geotagging system has a geoparser to discover potential toponyms in text and try to geocode
these references to their real world locations. There is prior researches that identified the two
major factors that were crucial for geoparser’s recognition rate [3,21,46], these factors are: 1) the
quality of the text and 2) the prominence of the geographical entity in text. These two factors
indicate that the automatic geotagger’s recognition rate is depending on the text content’s writing
quality and the public awareness of a place, such as the population and area. Furthermore, the
process of geocoding disambiguation involved using various geocoding heuristics to make
selections between all the resolving candidates of a toponym, such as prominent ranking, default
sense, minimum geospatial distance and minimum hierarchical ontology network distance. In this
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thesis, we concentrate on the geocoding disambiguation process, which aims on solving the
geo/geo ambiguity.

2.1.1 Geographical Database
Automatic geotagging is a type of information retrieval that makes use of external
geograpicaly knowledge and data. The geographical database is an important component of a
geotagging system. It facilitates the tasks of the geoparser and geocoder components. In this
thesis, we use the Geonames.org1 geographical database for retrieving toponyms’ geocoding
candidates. Geonames.org is a collaborative geographical gazetteer that widely used in
geographical information retrieval research [3,30,44,75]. There are other geographical databases
exist and used in researches, such as GEOnet Names Server(GNS)[62,74], the U.S Board on
Geographic Names (US BGN)[4,80]. The geographical gazetteer of Geonames.org has the
highest number of geographical entities and greatest coverage. It contains more than seven
million geographical names and with more than 2.2 million populated places with their alternative
names[1,44,70]. Importantly, all of these references are categorized into nine feature classes with
a hierarchical structure that can be used to form the geographical hierarchical ontology network.
The toponym’s feature classes are factored with other attributes in the Geonames.org database for
non-ambiguous reference purpose, such as their unique Geonames-id, coordination
(latitudes/longitudes), population and area size. Table 2-1 is an example of the toponym entity
stored in geoname.org gazetteer with partial information.
Table 2-1. Sample Toponyms entities saved in the gazetteer of Geonames.org
Name
London
London
1

ADM1 Population
04
7556900
04
N/A

http://www.geonames.org/

Class
P
P

ID
2643743
5198788

Latitude Longitude
51.50853 -0.12574
41.14367 -80.14867
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California
California
Pennsylvania

04
H9
04

37691912
6795
12440621

A
P
A

5332921
5182733
6254927

37.25022 -119.7512
40.06563 -79.89171
40.27245 -76.90567

2.2 Geoparsing
Geoparsing is entailed as a form of geographical information retrieval (Geo-IR or GIR)
or sub-type of named entity recognition (NER). It focuses on identifying toponyms and toponym
and location references from text with various approaches, such as Name Entity Recognition
(NER) based on syntax and grammar [21,39], gazetteer place name lookup [53], inference from
encyclopedia, and probabilistic matching for location abbreviation and acronym with their
extended word or phrase [21].
Geoparsing encounters the geo/non-geo entity ambiguity, i.e. deciding whether a word or
phrase is a geographic or location reference. One of the most intuitive solution for geoparsing is
to look for location names in the geographical gazetteer [3][80]. Web-a-where [3] is an example
of geoparsing using gazetteer match up to identify location words in text. However, it only uses a
relatively small gazetteer contains only 40000 locations. Apparently the gazetteer web-a-where
used isn’t capable of recognizing small scale toponyms, such as local address and small cities
with low population. Because the gazetteer’s capacity may impact the performance of the
automatic geoparser, we used the GeoNames geographic database as the major gazetteer for
location word matching. GeoNames gazetteer stores the latitude and longitude for its
geographical entities, and other data attributes such as alternate names of a place and populations.
It also stores the administrative hierarchy relation for each geographical entity and toponym,
including its country and administrative division and subdivision.
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Another automatic geoparsing approach is named entity recognition (NER) in natural
language processing with part of speech tagging (POS). It can be categorized into two major
solutions as rule-based [86][38][21] and statistical model [72][43][74].
The rule-based geoparsing can be treated as using a set of grammar rules to make a
decision on whether a word or phrase is a place name in a specified language environment [38].
Regular expressions combined with finite state automation and context free grammar are adopted
for fast lookup for NER [8]. For example, the rule “[A-Z].+town” can match toponyms ending
with “town” like “Allentown” and “Georgetown” for geoparsing. In [21] there is a summarized
list of rules that used to recognize and identify toponyms and location names from text.
Geoparsing based on statistical methods[21,39,47] can be used to recognize location
reference. This approach adopts a training dataset for recognizing place names within text, and
uses a set of feature configurations that are correlated with place name and tagged references to
derive statistical inferences of geoparsing. Then it applies this statistical inference to compute
dataset and the toponym entity will be recognized. This approach has its limitation with parsing
local-scale location detection [72] because of lack of training data that containing resolved localscale toponyms.
In addition to using individual geoparsing methods, there is research[56][21][74] using a
combination of the approaches mentioned above. TwitterTagger [56] uses a combination of rulebased and gazetteer look-up geoparsing methods to identify location and place references from
Twitter’s tweets. Judith et al. [21] proposed a method to find local scale location reference, such
as streets and postal addresses in social media contents such as twitter’s tweet. Her method
combined gazetteer look-up and statistical methods to discover place name abbreviations and
acronyms. There are also several commercial and open source services for automatic geoparsing.
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For example, OpenNLP2 has a natural language processing component with a NER module for
geoparsing. OpenCalais3 and Yahoo Geoservice4 are free web-based online service that can
identify place names from text with additional metadata provided, such as location’s coordinates
and alternative names. GATE5 is an open source framework for natural language processing tool
with a GUI and API. It has a distribution ANNIE [16], which is a rule-based NER tagger with a
component that can recognize toponyms. In this thesis we adopt OpenCalais as the primary
geoparser to recognize toponyms from the textual contents. OpenCalais has a programming API
to generate result in JSON format, allowing for integration with other software and programs.
Figure 2-1 shows the geoparsing research result of using OpenCalais for a sample online forum
discussion thread.

Figure 2-2.The geoparsing result of OpenCalais with a sample discussion thread

2

https://opennlp.apache.org/
http://www.opencalais.com/
4
https://developer.yahoo.com/boss/geo/
5
https://gate.ac.uk/
3
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2.3 Geocoding Disambiguation
The geocoding part of geotagging handles the geo/geo ambiguity by resolving toponyms
and geographic/location references to their actual location. The input to the geocoder is a set of
place names, as well as other features, such as two toponyms’ containment and proximity. For
example, geocoding will decide either the reference “Manhattan” is referring to the center of New
York City or a small city in the state of Kansas. Geocoding disambiguation resolves toponyms
with a set of heuristics and methods. There are four main categories of geocoding heuristics for
disambiguating toponyms[12,38,40,83]. They are: 1) geographical default sense approach, 2)
prominence approach, 3) hierarchical geographic ontology approach, and 4) minimum geospatial
distance approach. We provide a detailed review for each approach in the section below.

Geocoding with Geographical Default Sense
The simplest geocoding disambiguation approach is to assign a default sense of
geographical focus for the document being geotagged, which has been applied in many studies
[3,15,51,86]. This strategy for geocoding is to select a geographic focus for the document. This
focus is either pre-defined or chosen to correspond to the most frequently appearing toponym’s
coordinate in the document. Then, the default sense geocoder ranks the other toponym’s
resolution candidates base on their distance to this focus coordination. As result, this method
selects the other toponyms’ geocoding candidate with geospatial distance closed to this
geographic focus. For one toponym, if one of its geocoding candidates is far away from the
default sense’s focus, it is necessary for this candidate to be ranked low in the candidates list.
Apparently this geocoding approach assumes all the toponyms appeared in the same document
are related to each other, and there is only one geographical focus in a document.
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Geocoding with Prominence
This prominence based geocoding approach selects toponym’s interpretation based on
their prominence[45][44][79], with various definition of prominence such as population, area size
and administrate level. For example, when administrate level is selected as the prominence for
geocoding, when “Washington” appears in a document, “Washington D.C.” will have a higher
priority for selection as the referred place than other places also named Washington, (such as
Washington state), because it has higher administrate level in the Geonames gazetteer. In several
existing prominent based geocoding researches[17][10], this method is incorporated into the
geocoding disambiguation process with some pre-defined rules. For example, continent has
higher priority than country, and country than city; places with the same hierarchical
administrative level will yield the geocoding result with highest population (“Washington D.C”
before “Washington State”). In this thesis, we select geocoding candidates with the greatest
population as the most “prominent” candidate to assess this approach’s performance for analyzing
online forum discussion thread. This approach has a flaw when it encounters geocoding toponyms
with relatively low prominence compared to the global-level geographic entities. For example, if
a news article or conversation is from a local news media source this method would geocode all
the toponyms with their synonym in the gazetteer based on prominence, which isn’t the desired
result. This geocoding approach takes neither the two geocoding assumptions nor the
geographical context into account during disambiguation process.

Geocoding with Minimum Geospatial Distance
The minimum geospatial distance geocoding approach selects each toponym’s candidates
with the minimum total geospatial distance to all other toponyms in the same context
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[3,39,43,45,53]. This method relies upon the assumption that all the toponyms that appeared in
the same document are related to each other. For instance, if the toponym “Springfield” appeared
in a piece of text with the other toponym “Ohio”, then this “Springfield” is more likely to be
inferring to the Springfield, Ohio, but not other “Springfield” nationwide. In general, the
minimum geospatial distance approach tents to cluster all toponyms within the same document
close to each other. This geocoding method solves the problem occurring prominence based
geocoding approach and resolves the less prominent toponyms into locations that are
geographically proximate to each other.
However, this approach is very sensitive to the context of the toponyms being
disambiguated. For example, when the toponyms “Paris” and “Dallas” appear in the same
document, this approach would resolve “Paris” into (Paris, Texas) rather than the capital city of
France, though the document was describing an international flight from Dallas to Paris. As
shown in figure 2-2, this approach is more likely to resolve all the toponyms (Dublin, Rome, and
Athens) into the small cities of Georgia State in the USA rather than the three capital cities of
European countries. This geocoding for these toponyms might be correct for a local news media
source of Georgia State, but if it happened in an online forum of traveling discussion such as
Tripadvisor6 the result on the left panel will the correct resolution.

6

http://www.tripadvisor.com/
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Figure 2-3. Two potential interpretations of geocoding “Dublin, Rome, Athens” [1]

Geocoding with Hierarchical Geographical Ontology
Another geocoding strategy is to adopt the toponym’s hierarchical geographic ontology
for disambiguation. This approach first constructs a geographical ontology network that contains
all the toponym’s candidates with positioning based on their administrative levels. Then, this
method aims to find a region on the network that contains all of the toponyms with the smallest
total network distance (the amount of edges) [9][14][3][13][80][11]. Buscaldi and Rosso[11] and
Volz et.al [80] both adopted the geographical ontology relation in geocoding disambiguation.
Buscaldi and Rosso utilize the WordNet database’s hierarchy data for each toponym and then
employed a “conceptual density” approach based on the WordNet administration distance. Volz
et.al, in their work build an ontology network and measure the ontology distance with applied
weights for all the entities on the network based on their level. One of this method’s application is
to geocode toponym in comma group, as studied in [45] because toponyms appearing in a
comma group often have the same geographical administrative level. For example, given a
toponym set (Pennsylvania, California, Maryland), the minimum geospatial distance method will
resolve “California” to California, PA, which is a minor town in Pennsylvania state, rather than
the State of California. We demonstrate this example in figure 2-2, where an ellipse is a
geospatial entity, and the entity underlined is the candidate for a toponym that needs to be
disambiguated. The edge between entities represented the hierarchical ontology distances
between candidates.
As shown in figure 2-2, the distance between Pennsylvania, California (1) and Maryland
is three edges in total. On the other hand, Pennsylvania, California (2) and Maryland would have
four edges to connect, with two from California (2) to Pennsylvania and two from the other two
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toponyms. Therefore, since resolving California to its (1) interruption will yield a relatively closer
ontology distance, it will be selected as the geocoding result, which is the correct result.

Figure 2-4. Geocoding with Hierarchical Geographic Ontology. The total distance between
Pennsylvania, California (1) and Maryland is three, and Pennsylvania, California (2) and
Maryland is four.
This approach’s heuristic is based on the same assumptions of the minimum geographical
distance approach as there is only one geographic focus in a document and the toponyms that
appeared in the same document are related to each other. Recall the example in figure 2-2, the
interpretation for the toponym set (Dublin, Rome, Athens) would be cities in Georgia State,
because they all belongs to the same state of the same country, which has less “edges” on the
geographical ontology network compare to the capital cities belonging to different countries.

Summary of Geocoding Heuristics
We summarized existing geocoding approaches’ heuristics in this section with one
additional heuristic that is commonly used in geocoding disambiguation, which is “Discourse
Sense Rule”.
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Discourse Sense Rule: for each toponym appears in a document there is only one
geocoding result. This rule is implemented as in a document, toponyms with the
same name are presumed to have the same meaning. This rule is also named as
“one sense per discourse”[20].



Geographical default sense: this geocoding approach sets a geographic focus for
each document and resolves all the toponyms and references with the candidate
that is geospatially closest to this focus’s coordination.



Geocoding with prominence: this approach selects the most prominent candidate
for each vague toponym. There are various choices for prominence, such as the
toponym’s population, area size, and administrative level.



Geocoding with minimum geospatial distance: this approach disambiguates
toponyms by deriving a minimum bounding box or convex polygon with other
toponyms that co-exist in the same document.



Geocoding with geographic ontology network distance: this approach construct a
hierarchical geographical ontology network for all the toponyms’ disambiguation
candidates based on their administrative level. Then select the candidate for each
toponym so the total distance on this network has a minimum value.

In this chapter we have reviewed existing geocoding approaches and the heuristics these
they adopted. As we discussed in each geocoding approach’s review all these disambiguation
methods (beside the prominence based methods) assumed that all the toponyms that appeared in
the same document context were related to each other. On the other hand, there is research
examining geocoding disambiguation of documents with conversational structure, such as online
social media[28][73] with twitter dataset [29,44,63,84] and online forum. These existing
approaches geocode the toponyms with the heuristics reviewed in this chapter. However, in these
existing geocoding approaches, they merely consider the conversation content as a document and
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applied geocoding heuristics for disambiguation without considering the structure of these
dataset, and the assumption these geocoding methods reply on could be invalid in the case of
document with conversational structure. We will illustrate this problem in chapter three with
online forum discussion thread scenarios.
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Chapter 3
Assessing Existing Geotagging Methods with Online Forum Discussion
Thread Scenarios
The internet has been used by people to communicate and exchange information. Online
discussion forum are used to support such communication with discussion threads, which are
created by online forum’s users to discuss, share and exchange information and their opinions. In
online forums, each discussion thread carries a subject and users make posts related to this
subject. Therefore, users of the online discussion forums are not seen as merely information
consumers, but rather their generated contents are now important sources of information. These
information could relate to particular locations and are referred to as local knowledge [7][52],
which could be very important to support other applications, such as public participation
geographical information system(PPGIS)[2,54,68], Geodeliberation[13], and spatial planning
[32,52]. These applications rely on participants from local communities to solve geospatial
problems through collaboration, with contributions from their personal knowledge playing a role.
These applications have a deliberative dialogue component that supports its participant’s
discussion in online forums.
As we reviewed in chapter two, existing geocoding methods (beside prominence based
geocoding) make two assumptions: 1) toponyms appearing in the same document are related to
each other; 2) there is only one geographical focus in a document. However, these assumptions
could be invalid in online forum discussion because of the existence of “sub-discussion” and
“interruption” in a thread, which leads to topics and focus not consistent with the overall
discussion. We summarize the characteristics of online forum discussion thread from existing
research works [14,26,33,81] as follows:


Online forum’s discussion threads are composed of individual posts from discussion
participants with heterogeneous background and experience
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A single discussion post is often related to other posts in the same discussion thread as
reply post



The reply posts in a discussion thread could be separated in time from the post which it
responds to, leading to a fragmented discussion structure and therefore not all the reply
posts are related to the root post. Thus, adjacent reply posts might not be semantically
related, and this phenomenon is termed as “discourse disentanglement” [19,34,42] and
“interruption”[23]
This chapter presents two scenarios to illustrate the development of online forum

discussion. These scenarios are selected with two considerations. First, they should be able to
represent the characteristics of discussion in online forum, such that the discussion posts are
related to other posts in the same thread. Therefore, if a toponym in a post has insufficient context
for applying geocoding heuristics, toponyms in other posts belonging to the same thread could be
used to provide the information and construct the context for geocoding disambiguation. Second,
the participants in online forum discussion have different background, and therefore they could
join the discussion with intentions that differ from the thread initiator and the overall goal of the
other participants. This phenomenon is represented as interruption in a discussion. If a set of
toponyms appeared in an interruption of discussion (as there could be many interruptions in one
discussion thread), it may not be related to the other toponyms that appeared in the same thread.
We claim the existence of interruption is the cause of the inadequacy of existing geocoding
methods, since it violates the assumption that all the toponyms in the same document are related
to each other, and there is only one geographical focus in one document.
However, it is imprecise to claim that the interruptions in a thread are unrelated to the
main discussion, and that the toponyms belonging to the interruption are not related to the others.
Nonetheless toponyms in the interruption discussion are the reason for the inadequacy of existing
geocoding methods. Therefore, to improve the geocoding methods used in online forum, we find
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a method to model the discussion thread by separating the interruption and the main discussion.
We use the intention based discourse modeling thread created by Grosz and Sidner to solve this
issue in chapter 4.
In section 3.1 we provide the implementation details for each geocoding method. In
section 3.2 we present two online forum discussion thread scenarios. We then apply existing
geocoding methods to them, to assess their accuracy and demonstrate their inadequacy with
interruption discussion. In section 3.3, we summarized the finding of this chapter.

3.1 Implementation of Geocoding Methods
In this subsection, we list the procedures of all four geocoding disambiguation methods
that are assessed in this thesis. All these methods started with the same procedure: it starts with an
ambiguous toponym ti, which is picked from the toponym context C with size n, with 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Note this context is consists for all the toponyms occurring in the same sex. Then, these methods
will the query ti from geoname.org gazetteer for generating geocoding candidate ti0, ti1…tij. One
important thing is the default sense, minimum geospatial distance and hierarchical ontology
distance based methods can only be conducted when there is more than one toponym in context
C. If only one toponym appeared, then prominent heuristics will be adopted.

Geocoding with Default Sense
This geocoding method selects a toponym as the focus of the document. This
geographical focus could be assigned by a human (i.e., manually select the focusing point), or
derived by from the toponyms in the document. For example, if we know the document is from a
set of local news article the default sense would be set to this location. Otherwise, the algorithm
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will count the frequency of all the disambiguated toponyms appearing and select the most
frequent one as the geographical focus. The algorithm for default sense geocoding is as follow:
1. Select the geographical focus point with coordination as the default sense. If this
focus point is given, skip to step 3.
2. If the geographical focus is known, skip to step 3. Otherwise, count the frequency of
all the toponyms appeared in the document with no ambiguity. Then select the most
frequent one as the geographical focus point.
3. For each toponym’s geocoding candidate, measure its distance to the geographical
focusing point, and pick the toponym candidates with minimum distance to this focus
point as the disambiguation result

Geocoding with prominent
This geocoding method is relatively simple and contains only two steps, as it ignores not
only the document’s semantic context but also the ambiguous toponym’s geographical context.
The implementation of this geocoding method is as follows:
1. First, select the properties of the toponym’s geocoding disambiguation by querying
geonames.org gazetteer. Properties are selected from population, area size,
administrative level (continent over country, and state over city, etc.).
2. Rank the candidates based on the properties select from step 1 and output the highest
rank as geocoding result.
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Geocoding with Minimal Geospatial Distance
The minimum geospatial distance geocoding method uses the toponym candidates’
coordinates to compare the distance of the candidate referents to the others. Then it selects the
geocoding result for each toponym that leads to the minimum total distance. The algorithm is as
follow:
1. Calculate the geospatial distance between t1 and t2 for all the geocoding candidates
and save the result. For example, distance between t11 and t21, then distance between
t12 and t21.
2. Repeat step 1 for all the toponyms in context C and record all the results.
3. Incrementally add all the distances between all geocoding results and record the
toponym geocoding set with minimum total distance
4. Select the interruption for all toponyms with minimum distance and output the result

Geocoding with Minimum Geographical Ontology Distance
This method exploits the structure of hierarchical geographical ontology network in order
to calculate the distance between toponym’s geocoding candidates. Instead of using geospatial
distance between toponyms, it uses the number of connecting edges in the hierarchical network
for measuring distance. This algorithm is as follows:
The minimum hierarchical geographical ontology distance geocoding methods algorithm
contains following steps:
1. Calculate the number of ontology network edges between t1 and t2 for all their
geocoding candidates in the network and save the result.
2. Repeat step 1 for all the toponyms in context C and record all the results
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3. Incrementally add all the distances between all geocoding results and record the
toponym geocoding set with minimum total distance
4. Build k sub-hierarchy network(s), one for each toponym’s candidate. Remove
duplications.
5. For each sub-hierarchy network, select the one with smallest amount of edges, and
output it as the geocoding result

3.2 Online Forum Discussion Thread Scenarios
In this section, we assess existing geocoding methods’ performance when applied to
online forum discussion scenarios. The goal of presenting these scenarios is to display the
characteristics of online forum discussion and examine the influence of interruption upon existing
geocoding heuristics on disambiguating toponyms in discussion thread. We present two scenarios
to illustrate the characteristics of online forum discussion thread and interruption that are based
on real world examples. The first scenario illustrates the fragmental phenomenon of online forum
threaded discussion, which means that the discussion post’s content may not fully relate to other
posts in the same thread. Therefore, if a toponym in a post has insufficient context for geocoding
methods, toponyms in other posts in the same thread could be used as the context for geocoding.
The second scenario is a discussion thread contains interruption. We assess all four geocoding
methods as applied to this scenario to evaluate their accuracy on disambiguating toponyms with
interruption. In the second scenario it demonstrated that existing geocoding methods were
inadequate in disambiguation of the toponyms in discussion thread if an interruption was
presented. This is because the toponyms in an interruption could be unrelated to the other
toponyms in the same thread, which violates the assumption taken by geocoding methods that all
the toponyms appearing in the same document are related to each other.
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3.2.1 Scenario 1
The first scenario is an online forum discussion thread. In this discussion thread the initial
conversation participant (ICP) recently moved from California to York, Pennsylvania for a new
job. He would like to know where he can make new friends and places to spend weekend time.
There are other conversation participants (OCP) sharing their information and knowledge to the
ICP to help him. The scenario is shown in figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. First scenario of online forum discussion thread

We applied OpenCalais for geoparsing the toponyms in scenario 2. Figure 3-3 is the
geoparsing result.
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Figure 3-3. Geoparsing Result for Scenario 1
In this scenario, we can observe the first characteristic of online forum discussion:


Online forum’s discussion threads are made of individual post that composed by
discussion participants with heterogeneous knowledge, background, and
experience

Consider posts #2-6 in scenario one in figure 3-2, where post #3 contains only one
toponym “Lancaster”. There is no way to derive which Lancaster it actually refers to without
knowing the geographical context from other discussion posts. The only geocoding heuristic that
can be applied is the prominence based disambiguation method, which will incorrectly resolve
this “Lancaster” to Lancaster in England. However, as the post’s reader we can identify this
“Lancaster” is related to the information provided in post #2, where its author state that he is
coming from California State. The other participants and readers of this discussion thread would
have no difficulty to interpret it as Lancaster in California because they could recognize that post
#2 is related to the initial post (post #1). This scenario was presented to illustrate the
characteristic of online forum discussion that the one post’s content relates to other posts in the
same thread. It also demonstrated that it is necessary for geocoding methods to not only consider
the toponyms in the original post, but also toponyms in the other discussion posts in the same
thread for geocoding disambiguation.
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3.2.2 Scenario 2
The second scenario is a completed version of an online forum discussion thread within
an interruption. We present this scenario to assess all the four geocoding disambiguation methods
discussed in section 3.1. The content of this scenario is shown in figure 3-3:

Figure 3-3. Online forum discussion thread as scenario 2
In this scenario, an online forum user (Tom) initiated a thread because he would like to
know places in York, Pennsylvania (PA) to make new friends because he recently moved from
California. However, in post #2, another user (Judy) joined this discussion thread and raised a
sub-discussion with the sharing of her personal experience of California because she is also from
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California. Then, in post #2-5, Tom and Judy exchanged their California experience. This subdiscussion can be considered as an interruption because it doesn’t provide the information Tom
demand. At the end of post #5, Tom brings the topic of discussion back to “where to make friends
in York, PA”. In the rest of the thread, the discussion topic and focus of post #6-7 returns to how
to make friends in York, Pennsylvania. And the other discussion participants, Jim and Mike are
providing information for making new friends in areas around York in post #8-11. Figure 3-5 is
the geoparsing result for applying OpenCalais on scenario 2. We then assess all four geocoding
heuristics with this scenario.

Figure 3-4. Geoparsing Result for Scenario 2

Prominence based geocoding
The prominence-based geocoding approach selects a toponym’s interpretation that is
most famous and well known to its reader. In this work, we use the population as the prominence
for geocoding disambiguation. We first check whether among all the toponym’s candidates there
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is an interpretation with relatively high prominent. If so we geocode this toponym to this
candidate. For example, the reference “Lancaster” will be correctly resolved as Lancaster,
California because it has the largest population among all the “Lancaster” in the US. However,
the toponym “Middletown” and “York” will be interpreted as Middletown, Connecticut and
York, Maryland because they have the highest population among all the candidates and therefore
are considered the most prominent candidates.
Table 3-1. Result of Prominent Based Geocoding for Scenario 2
Post Content
I just moved to
York ……
…from California
for a new job …
I am from
Lancaster….
…use to live in
Los Angeles…
..Near Main
Street…
We also go to
Middletown…
Second Street

There is a Rugby
team in
Mechanicsburg

Geoparsed
Toponym
York

Correctly
Resolved
York, PA

Incorrectly
Resolved
Correct

California

California, PA

Lancaster

Lancaster, PA

Los Angeles

Los Angeles, CA

Main Street

Unable to
resolve, no
population data
Middletown, CT

Middletown
Second Street

Mechanicsburg

Unable to
resolve, no
population data
Mechanicsburg,
PA

Obviously, this prominence based (population) geocoding method has problems. That is,
places and toponyms are considered not prominent if its population data (or other attributes
considered as prominence) is missing. From this scenario we see the concept of prominence is
more nuanced than using only the population attribute of and toponym candidate. On the other
hand, even if we limit the geocoding result to toponyms in the United States, there are about 20
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Yorks in the USA, with their own prominences such as population (York, Maine, the York with
the highest population in US) or area size (York, Alabama, the York with the largest area size.).
On the other hand, there are locations that have no population data or other prominent
information such as area size, such as local community and street/roads. Applying the
prominence approach to these areas is not feasible. We list this geocoding’s result in table 3-1.

Geocoding with Minimum Geospatial Distance
This geocoding method involves using minimum total geographic distance of all
toponyms co-occurrence in the document for disambiguation. It aims to generate a list of
interpretations for all the toponyms with the minimum total distance between them. In contrast to
the prominence approach, this approach tends to solve the issue for geocoding with small and
local places that are less prominent. In this approach, we iterate over all the location interpretation
candidates, and calculate its geographical distances to each toponym’s geocoding candidates
appearing in the same discussion thread. After all the toponyms have been processed with a
computation of its geospatial distance to each other’s geocoding candidates, we select all the
toponym candidates that have a geocoding interpretation with minimum distance to others
candidates. Finally, we use this selected toponym candidate set as the geocoding result for the
toponyms appearing in the document.
This approach disambiguates toponym bases on an assumption that all toponyms
appeared in the same context or document are related to each other. This assumption could be
invalid in the context of online forum threaded discussion. This is because the geographical focus
may change during the development of a discussion thread. In the sample discourse, there are two
geographical focuses, “York, PA” and state of “California” with both inspiring discussion
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participants to share their information and knowledge. Therefore, the geocoding system needs to
be aware of it and resolve the toponyms around California and Pennsylvania separately.

Figure 3-5. Candidates for Map-based Geocoding Scenario 2
Table 3-2 contains toponyms in scenario 2. Some of them were resolved correctly using
minimum geographic distance geocoding approach, and the other resulted in errors. The correct
resolved toponym set is the four cities in Pennsylvania State area: Harrisburg, Middletown, York,
and Mechanicsburg. With the minimum total geospatial distance heuristic, these toponyms can be
resolved correctly within the scope of Pennsylvania. The other toponym (that belongs to
California State), including “California”, and “Lancaster” will be incorrectly resolved to
Lancaster, PA and California, PA because there will result a lower total geospatial distance when
resolving them into toponyms that in state of Pennsylvania, which are Harrisburg and
Mechanicsburg . In figure 3-5 we can see it would result in a relatively smaller total geospatial
distance for resolving Lancaster and Middletown into Pennsylvania toponyms rather than
California toponyms.
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Table 3-2. Result for minimum geospatial distance geocoding for scenario 2
Post Content
I just moved to
York ……
…from California
for a new job …
I am from
Lancaster….
…use to live in
Los Angeles…
..Near Main
Street…
We also go to
Middletown…
There is a Rugby
team in
Mechanicsburg

Geoparsed
Toponym
York

Correctly
Resolved
York

Incorrectly
Resolved

California

California, PA

Lancaster

Lancaster, PA

Los Angeles

Los Angeles, TX

Main Street
Middletown
Mechanicsburg

Main street in
Middletown, PA
Middletown, PA
Mechanicsburg,
PA

Default Sense Approach
As summarized in 2.2, default sense geocoding method selects a geographical focus in
the document and selects the toponym’s candidates that are geospatially closest to this focus
point. In the scenario 2, “York” will be picked as the geographical focus due to it being the most
frequently appearing in the thread. However, the toponym “Lancaster” will be resolved to
Lancaster, Pennsylvania because the default sense of this scenario is in Pennsylvania.
Consequently, the reference “California” will be resolved to California, Pennsylvania too. The
result for geocode scenario 2 with default sense heuristic is shown in table 3-2.
This approach’s problem is not taking the document’s linguistic context into
consideration and cannot solve toponyms with multiple geographical focuses, which could be
possible for a discussion thread with interruption and sub-discussion not related to the main
discussion.
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Table 3-3. Result for Default Sense (Pennsylvania) geocoding scenario 2
Post Content
I just moved to
York ……
…from California
for a new job …
I am from
Lancaster….
…use to live in
Los Angeles…
..Near Main
Street…
We also go to
Middletown…
Second Street
There is a Rugby
team in
Mechanicsburg

Geoparsed
Toponym
York

Correctly
Resolved
York, PA

Incorrectly
Resolved

California

California, PA

Lancaster

Lancaster, PA

Los Angeles

Los Angeles, TX

Main Street
Middletown
Second Street
Mechanicsburg

Main street in
Middletown, PA
Middletown, PA
Second Street in
Middletown, PA
Mechanicsburg,
PA

Hierarchical Geographical Ontology based Geocoding
This geocoding approach selects toponym’s candidates with the same geographic type or
having the minimum ontology network distance within a geographic hierarchy network. Note that
locations don’t need to be geographically proximate to each other when disambiguating. For
example, the toponym “Pennsylvania” and “California” are siblings in a geographical ontology
network as both of them are US states, but are not geographically proximate. We illustrate the
hierarchical geographical ontology network in figure 3-6 and the geocoding result in table 3-4.
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Figure 3-6. Geocoding with Hierarchical geographical ontology network distance
Table 3-4. Hierarchical Geographical ontology geocoding for scenario 2
Post Content
Geoparsed
Correctly
Incorrectly
Toponym
Resolved
Resolved
I just moved to
York
York, PA
York ……
…from California
California
California, PA
for a new job …
I am from
Lancaster
Lancaster, PA
Lancaster….
…use to live in
Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles…
..Near Main
Main Street
Main street in
Street…
Middletown, PA
We also go to
Middletown
Middletown, PA
Middletown…
Second Street
Second Street Second Street in
Middletown, PA
..a Rugby team in
Mechanicsburg
Mechanicsburg,
Mechanicsburg..
PA

In Table 3-4, we present the result for scenario 2 with the geographical ontology distance
based approach. As shown in the result table, toponyms (York, Middletown, Mechanicsburg)
were resolved correct, and (California, Lancaster) were resolved wrong. The hierarchical
ontology network is illustrated in figure 3-6. There is no (Mechanicsburg, Harrisburg) in the right
side toponym group with the red background. The total hierarchical ontology network distance
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for the left group is six plus two edges for toponym “Los Angeles” on the right side. On the other
hand, if the toponyms “Middletown” and “Lancaster” were resolved as cities in California (to the
group on the right with the red background), there will be nine edges in total, and this geocoding
result will be discarded. As shown in Fig. 3-6, the left side toponym group has a smaller
geographical ontology distance compared with the toponym group on the right side, and will be
selected as geocoding result.

Summarization of scenarios
In this section we presented two online forum discussion thread scenarios to assess
existing geocoding methods. We demonstrated existing geocoding methods’ inadequacy in
disambiguating toponyms in discussion threads. We summarize the characteristics of online
forum discussion threads for heuristics that can be used for geocoding disambiguation as
following:
1. The development of discussion thread is motivated by the intentions of the discussion
participants. In online forum discussion threads, participants are making discussion
posts to express their opinion and to share their experience and knowledge. The
discussion posts made by different participants that have the same purpose are related
to other posts. Since the discussion participants have different background and
experience, there could be interruptions appearing in a discussion thread that not
related to the main discussion purpose. Existing geocoding methods ignored the
characteristics of online forum discussion thread and consider all the toponyms that
appeared in the same discussion thread were related to each other.
2. The toponyms and location references in discussion post are serving the intentions of
discussion participants. Using scenario 2 as example to illustrate this heuristic, Judy
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wants to share her experience in California with Tom rather than provide the
information Tom needs, which is searching for places to make friends in York, PA.
Therefore, the toponyms she mentioned in her posts (i.e. “California”, “Lancaster”
and “Los Angeles”) are serving her intention of experience sharing, rather than
serving the main discussion’s purpose. If a post serves a different discussion purpose
than the other posts in the same thread, this post may belongs to an interruption. The
toponyms in discussion interruptions may not be related to the other posts in the same
thread. If we can model the interruption in a discussion thread we could combine it
with geocoding methods to improve these methods’ disambiguation accuracy.

3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we presented two scenarios of online forum discussion threads. We
illustrated the fragmental issue of online forum threaded discussion in scenario 1, as the
discussion post in a thread is oftentimes composed based on other posts in the same thread.
Therefore, geocoding in online forum discussion thread needs to consider not only the toponym
and the post it belongs to, but also other posts in the same thread. Scenario 2 is an online forum
discussion thread that contains an interruption. Existing geocoding methods, beside the
prominence based geocoding, are conducted with assumptions that all the toponyms in the same
document are related to each other and there is only one geographical focus in a document. The
existence of interruption in discussion thread makes these assumptions invalid. Therefore, if we
want to improve geocoding in online forum discussion thread, we must find a way to model the
discussion thread and interruption, and apply geocoding heuristics with toponyms belonging to
the main discussion and interruptions separately. By isolating the toponyms belonging to
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interruptions from the main discussion, we can conduct the geocoding disambiguation without
violating the two assumptions.
There are researches in the field of natural language discourse analysis that have related
studies on modeling discourse with discourse intentional structure and attentional state, which
could be applied to geocoding disambiguation by combining geocoding heuristics with discourse
modeling. We introduce the theory of intention based discourse modeling created by Grosz and
Sidner [23] with discussion participant’s intentional structure and attentional state in chapter four
and discussed its application to geocoding disambiguation.
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Chapter 4
Using Discourse Model to Improve Geocoding Disambiguation
A discussion thread can be considered as a minimal topical unit to address a specific
discussion topic [67]. Online forum users who are interested in this topic will contribute or reply
to the preceding posts in the same thread and become discussion participants.
As summarized in chapter three, the interruption in discussion thread is the reason for the
inadequacy of existing geocoding methods by violating the two assumptions that all the toponyms
appeared in the same document are related to each other, and that there is only one geographical
focus in a document. In this research, we model the online forum discussion thread composed by
discussion participants as collaborative discourse model that developed by Grosz and Sidner[23]
to solve the interruption issue. This is because the communication between online forum users
can be tread as a collaborative discourse: 1) in discussion thread, it involves a shared goal among
all participants that raised by the thread initiator; 2) the development of discussion demands a
collection of shared-knowledge distributed among all the participants; 3) communication is the
method the participants used to achieve their collaborative goal. According to Grosz and
Sidner[23], we model the online forum threaded discussion with intention based discourse model.
Intention based discourse model configures the coherence of a discourse from its participants’
attitude. This approach focuses on the recognition of discourse participant’s goals, plans or
beliefs and their transitions. This theory considers that there is an intention behind all of the
communication messages (utterance in discourse), and these intentions functionally contribute to
the largest intention with a hierarchical structure. Therefore all the messages in the discourse are
organized to achieve this intention as the goal. This theory of collaborative discourse provides the
base for discourses modeling with the participants have the same goal to achieve but possess
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different roles in the collaboration. The strategy to understand a collaborative discourse is to use a
model to identify and recognize the intentions in the discourse. There are researches and theories
attempting to model the discourse participants’ intention based on Grosz and Sidner’s theory. For
example, Lochbaum [48,49] represents the intentional structure based on the sharedPlan[22,24]
theory to computationally model the collaborative discourse with intentions from its participants.
In collaboration discourse with spatial concept involved, it may contains geographical
references that are vaguely defined and requires geocoding strategies for disambiguation. In this
section, we adopted the collaborative discourse intention structure and attentional state to model
the discussion participant’s attention transition with focusing space stack. Specifically, we
propose an approach using the “discourse interruption” concept and focusing space stack created
by Grosz and Sidner in [23] to model the online forum discussion thread. This proposed approach
accounts for the characteristics of online forum discussion thread, can support existing geocoding
methods to work with the discussion threads containing non-related toponyms and multiple
geographical focuses.
This chapter is organized as follows: section one introduced the concept of discourse
modeling with intentional structure and attentional state, and how they are represented in online
forum discussion thread. In section two, we illustrate the intentional model as a hierarchical
network of intentions, and the concept of discourse interruption. Additionally, we discussed the
application of intention based discourse modeling, which is the auxiliary focusing space stack,
and how to use the focusing space stack to model the discourse interruption. We then illustrated
how this auxiliary focusing space stack can be used to improve geocoding’s accuracy, using the
second scenario in chapter 3.2 as an example. In section three we summarized this chapter.
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4.1 Modeling Discourse with Intention and Attention State
Existing approaches for analyzing discourse structure have two major types:
informational approaches and intentional approaches [1]. The informational approach views
discourse as a structured collection of documents based on the utterances contributed by the
discourse participants and referred to the discourse content. The intentional approach treats
discourse as an organization of utterances structured by the participants’ intentions. Grosz and
Sidner in their work [25] argued that, there are structures in a discourse which can be recognized
and represented. They modeled discourse structure with three basic components: 1) linguistic
structure, 2) intentional structure, and 3) attentional state. Linguistic structure is the natural
aggregation of segments of discourse. Intentional structure captures the purposes expressed in
segments, as well as the relations between these purposes. Attentional state is the focus of
participants’ attention during the developing of the discourse. These three main concepts and
terminology for discourse modeling will be introduced in detail in the following sections,
including discourse segment, discourse purpose, discourse segment purpose and dominancesatisfaction

Linguistic Structure
Linguistic structure is imposed on the utterances that comprise a discourse. Utterances
are sequences of phrases, clauses, and sentences. They form the linguistic structure’s basic
elements and aggregated into discourse segments (DS). In online discussion forum, the atomic
element for processing is the discussion posts that are made up of utterances. Two consecutive
utterances in the same post may belong to the same or different DS. In the sample discourse in
figure 4-1, the discourse utterances are indicated by the numbers in bold borders at beginning of
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the post. The linguistic structure consists of DS and hierarchical organization for DSs. By
hierarchical it means an individual DS could be made up of several DSs with these “sub” DS
embedded in to the upper level DS.

Figure 4-1. Discourse Segments, Focus Spaces and Dominance Hierarchy for scenario 2

Intentional Structure
Intentional structure of discourse is used to define the purpose of overall discourse and
discourse segments’ construction with their internal relationship and purpose. It defined the
purpose of participants to initiate a discourse as the discourse purpose (DP). Note a discourse
may have multiple purposes (e.g., ask for opinion and help from other participants as well as
describe an event), one of these DPs is distinguished as the base and it is referred as the discourse
purpose. On the other hand, a discourse segment has a discourse segment purpose (DSP) too.
The DSPs are made to be recognized since they would affect the discourse only when recognized.
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Dominance and satisfaction precedence are the two intra-relations for DSs and their DSPs. A
DSP will dominate another DSP if the latter one provides part of the satisfaction to the first DSP.
The state of the second DSP will contribute the state of the first DSP and such dominance and
satisfaction relationship will be reflected in the discourse’s linguistic structure. We illustrate
these concepts in figure 4-2, which is the dominance-satisfaction relationship of scenario 2 in
chapter 3. In this example of scenario 2, the overall discourse purpose DP is to make friends in
York, PA, and we annotate it as DSPMake_friends_in_York_area. The DSP for sharing information for
places that Judy used to hang out with her friends is DSPMake_friends_in_Middletown. At the end of the
discussion Tom brings up the information for making friends through playing sport game in
Mechanicsburg, PA is annotated as DSPPlay_sports_to_make_friends_in_Mechanicsburg. It is notable that the
toponyms appearing in the discourse segments with DSPs are serving to the intention of the
participants, rather than the participants organizing their discussion based on the toponyms. This
means the discussion participants joined the thread and made contributions in order to achieve
their goal, and the toponyms they used served to this procedure.
DSPMake_friends_in_Middletown contributes to DSPMake_friends_in_York_area
DSPMake_friends_in_York_area dominates DSP Hangout_tomake_friends_in_Middletown
DSPMake_friends_in_York_area dominates DSPPlay_sports_to_make_friends_in_Mechanicsburg
Figure 4-2. Discourse Segment Purpose Satisfice/Dominate Relationship

Attentional State
Attentional state is the abstraction of participants’ attention and the saliency of a DS
during the discourse’s development. Attentional state serves as a container for DS into a stackbased topic organization, where a discourse can have hierarchical organization of DSPs as
intentions. When a new DS with new DSP was created by one of the participants, the attentional
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stack will “pop” the current topic and related discourse segment and “push” the new topic and its
discourse segment into the stack. For geocoding, these “pop” and “push” actions could be used to
avoid toponyms belonging to different DS being mixed together in the geocoding disambiguation
process.
Practically, discourse’s attentional state is modeled with focus spaces (FS); and the
modifications of attentional states are created by adding and deleting FS from the stack. We term
the collection of focus spaces as “focusing structure”. There are two roles for the attentional state
focusing stack in modeling the dynamics of discourse. The purpose of having a focus space stack
is to constrain the list of DSPs that could be candidates for domination and satisfactionprecedence for the DSP of the DS that being investigated. Only the DSPs in the same focusing
space stack could be selected as the domination or satisfaction relatives DSP. The second role of
focusing space structure is to constrain the possible referents interpretation for noun phrases in
other DSs. An illustration of the focus spaces with attentional stack is shown in figure 4-3. The
DSs (on the left side) linked to the focus spaces (in middle part of the figure). These focusing
structures are stored in the focusing stack, where information and context in the lower level
focusing spaces stack are accessible from focus space in higher level. Figure 4-3 is a sample
focusing space stack that illustrates the push-pop action while discourse development. In this
example, a discourse started with a DP and the initiator’s first thread is holding the DSP with
occupying the stack’s first focusing space FS1. With the elaboration of the discourse, new DSs
emerged with DSP, and were pushed into the focusing space stack with FS2 and FS3. Then with
the change of the discourse participant’s attentional state saliency, FS2 and FS3 popped out of the
stack since the DSP2 and DSP3 are satisfied. At this time point, a new DS emerged with DSP4,
and therefore it is pushed into the stack with FS4.
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Figure 4-3. Focusing space stack with push and pop actions

4.2 Focusing Space Stack and Geocoding Disambiguation
Knowledge based geocoding disambiguation takes other toponyms with co-occurrence in
the same document into account. Therefore, it is essential to make a decision as to which
toponym is relevant to the toponym being disambiguated. However, as illustrated in chapter 3.2,
the discussion thread in online forum is complicated since it is made up of participants with
various backgrounds and experience with the discourse attentional state constantly changing. In a
discussion thread there could be sub-discussions with purposes not related to the main discussion.
These sub-discussion phenomenon could impact geocoding disambiguation’s accuracy as it
breaks the two assumptions the existing geocoding disambiguation methods rely on, which are:
1)all the toponyms appearing in the same document are related to each other, and 2) there is only
one geographical focus in a document. Recall the analysis of the geocoding scenario in chapter
3.2, the toponym “Lancaster” in the third post is referred to as a flashback memory between the
thread initiator Tom and the participant Judy, which is not related to the main discussion’s goal of
finding places to make new friends in York, Pennsylvania.
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In this thesis, we adopt the concept of discourse interruption proposed by Grosz and
Sidner [23]to model this type of sub-discussion, as the discourse segment with its DSP that was
not created to satisfy the main DP. We introduced the definition of discourse interruption. Then,
we discussed how the interruption modeling with attentional state’s focusing space stack and
auxiliary stack can be used to improve geocoding disambiguation.

Interruption in Discourse
Discourse initiator started a thread with a purpose, such as collecting information or
sharing knowledge. However, there could be information that the initiator or other discourse
participants did not mention in the first place, and was related and essential to the main discourse
purpose. Therefore this information must be revealed before the discourse’s development, which
is a “flashback” and termed as an interruption in discourse. An interruption can be seen as a DS
that dominated anther DS’s DSP, where the DSP is not the interruption DS’s adjacent DS’s DSP.
In the sample online forum discussion thread in section 3-2, the thread initiator asked for
information about places where he can make friends in York, Pennsylvania, but then there is a DS
about another participant and the initiator’s past experience in California, which can be seen as an
interruption DS. We illustrate the interruption DS in figure 4-2 with the interruption DS in
subscript. Grosz and Sidner defined the concept of interruptions in a discourse as:
Interruption: An interruption is a discourse segment with its DSP neither dominated nor
satisfaction-preceded by the DSP of the immediately preceding segment or any existing discourse
segment [23].
In this thesis, we adopt the concept of interruption to model the phenomenon of multiple
geographic focus and non-related toponyms co-appearing in the same discussion thread. Recall
the example in scenario 2 in chapter 3.2, the discourse segment between Tom and Judy about
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their experience in California could be treated as an interruption of discourse. This is because the
DP is focusing on the information of the city York in the state of Pennsylvania rather than in
California. The entire discussion in DSExperience_in_California with DSP does not dominate nor satisfy
the main DP. From the perspective of geocoding, the toponyms in this interruption DS are
“polluting” the geocoding context of toponyms in the main discourse and other DSs. Therefore, to
improve the accuracy of geocoding methods, such interruption DSs and toponyms need to be
isolated from the main discourse’s DSs, and the toponyms in main discourse and interruptions
need to be geocoded separately too.

Adopt Focusing Space Stack and Auxiliary Stack to Improve Geocoding Disambiguation
Intentional based discourse modeling configures the interruption DS by adopting an
“auxiliary stack” for all the focusing spaces that belongs to the interruption DSs to separate them
from the main discourse [23][57]. The focus space (FSExperience_in_California in this example) of the
interruption DS and all its related DS’s FSs is pushed onto an auxiliary stack, which is parallel to
the main focusing space stack. All of the geographical entities and toponyms in the main focus
space stack remains the same until the DSP of interruption DS is satisfied and the focus return to
the main DP. Once the interruption DS’s DSP is satisfied, all the FS of the auxiliary stack will be
popped out with the auxiliary stack removed. Meanwhile, the entity and information in auxiliary
stack’s lower space are accessible to the higher level space, but none of those entities in the
auxiliary stack are accessible to the main focusing space stack, and vice versa. The same
procedure is applied to the main stack, with its entity and information separated from the
auxiliary stack. In the figure 4-4 we modeled the discourse in section 3.2 with an auxiliary stack,
entities in the FS1York are accessible to the entities in FS2Hangout_tomake_friends_in_Middletown and
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FS3Play_sports_to_make_friends_in_Mechanicsburg, but the information of FSs in the auxiliary stack, such as in
FSSharing_experience_of_California, is not accessible to the main stack.

Figure 4-4. Focus space stack and auxiliary stack development overtime. Focus space stack
belongs to the main discourse and need to fulfill the main DP with push and pop. An auxiliary
stack is used to maintain the interruption DS.
The focus space stack configuration for scenario 2 in chapter 3-2 is shown in Figure 4-4.
It contains (in main discourse) focus spaces FS1, FS2, and FS3 for segments DS1, DS4, and DS5,
and interruption’s focusing space iFS1, iFS2 with discourse segment DS2, and DS3. For DS5 the
focus is to find places to make friends in York, PA, while for DS2 and DS3 the focus became the
discourse initiator and participants sharing their past experience in California. The interruption
DS (DS2) is depicting the participants, Tom and Judy, in California. Meanwhile, the overall DP is
finding places in York, PA to make friends. Tom and Judy discussed and shared their experience
in DS 2 and DS3, which is considered as two sub DSs of DS1. Note the DSExperience_in_California does
not relate to the main discourse purpose and completing this DS doesn’t contribute to the DP and
there for it is considered as an interruption.
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By definition of discourse interruption, the DPExperience_in_California must be conveyed before
preceding the discussion of York, PA. In other words, this interruption DS makes Tom and Judy’s
discussion constrained to the DSExperience_in_California until DSPExperience_in_California was satisfied. Then,
with indication of the return to the major DP, i.e. “can you give me information of York” in post
#6, all the focus spaces exist on the stack ( considered as flashback) will be popped from the stack.
Meanwhile, with all spaces on the auxiliary stack discarded and the salient attentional state now
returned to the main DP.

Figure 4-5. Focus space stack and auxiliary stack with toponyms in each discourse segment

For geocoding disambiguation, toponyms in DSs about California and Lancaster could
relate to entities in DSs with FSExperience_in_California, but not to those DSs in FSMake_friends_in_York_area,
FSHangout_tomake_friends_in_Middletown or FSPlay_sports_to_make_friends_in_Mechanicsburg, according to the result in
theauxiliary stack. Therefore, the interruption DS and main discourse are now separated by their
focusing spaces and so do the toponyms in each discourse segment, which is illustrated in figure
4-5. With the help of the auxiliary stack, the knowledge based geocoding disambiguation
strategies can be applied to resolve toponyms in online forum discussion thread with their
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accuracy not affected by the interruptions. To be specific, there will be two toponym set instead
of one, where the first set contains (York, Pennsylvania, Middletown, Harrisburg, and
Mechanicsburg) and second set (Lancaster, California, Los Angeles). The minimum geospatial
distance geocoding approach will receive the minimum total distance with a correct
disambiguation result with all the toponyms in each set. The hierarchical geographical ontology
minimum distance will achieve correct on both toponym sets too. The geographical default sense
approach will be applied twice, the first time focusing on York, PA and the second set focusing
on California, and therefore resolving the toponyms in each set closest to its geographical focus.

4.3 Summary
Discourse modeling with intentional structure and attentional state created by Grosz and
Sidener [25] is our theoretical basis for modeling the online forum discussion thread and
interruption. As we depicted in chapter three, the core challenge for geocoding disambiguation
for online forum discussion threads is how to properly select the geographical context for
geocoding each toponym. A post in a discussion thread is oftentimes short, fragmented and
composed based on some other but not all posts. Additionally the post’s authors, which are the
discussion participants, possess heterogeneous background and experience. Lastly, there could be
interruptions[23,57] or disentanglement discussions in a discussion thread [19,65,82]. In our
proposed method, each toponym in a discussion thread’s post’s geocoding geographical context
depends on its focusing space in the focusing space stack. In particular, the geographical context
for a toponym’s geocoding disambiguation should be constrained to the toponyms in the same
focusing space and all other toponyms appearing in in same stack’s lower level focusing spaces.
On the other hand, the interruption discourse segments will have an auxiliary focusing space
stack to hold their focusing space, which are isolated from the main focusing space stack that
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serves the main discourse purpose. Therefore the toponyms belonging to these interruption
discourse segment will take into account the geographical context from the other discourse
segment on the same auxiliary stack, but not from the main focusing space stack. For geocoding
disambiguation, the auxiliary stack provides a new perspective for selecting context for
disambiguation based on the intentional structure and attentional state of the discourse. This
proposed method combines existing research works in the field of geocoding and natural
language discourse modeling together to improve the accuracy of geocoding methods on online
forum discussion thread.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
Online forum discussion’s content is an important source of information. The information
oftentimes contains geographical references related to a particular location. The geotagging
process reviewed in this thesis explained how the identifiable toponyms and geographical
references are extracted from the document and then resolved to the correct entities in a
geographical gazetteer. We emphasized particularly on automatic geocoding disambiguation
methods in the geotagging process. Automatic geocoding disambiguation is hard because it
requires an understanding of the vagueness of the toponyms appearing in a document. There has
been extensive research on recognizing and resolving toponyms’ ambiguities. However, the
characteristics of online forum discussion have not been considered in the geocoding
disambiguation research.
In this thesis, we reviewed existing geocoding disambiguation methods and heuristics.
We demonstrated the inadequacy of these methods for interruption in online forum discussion
threads. Geocoding with Prominent ranking based disambiguation method selects toponym’s
geocoding candidate with highest prominence (such as population, area, and administrate level)
as the result. Default sense, minimum geospatial distance and minimum hierarchical
geographical ontology distance methods disambiguate vague toponyms with the assumption that
all the toponyms appearing in the same context are related to each other and applied different
strategies based on this assumption. Default sense geocoding resolves all the toponyms that are
closest to the document’s geographical focus point, which is derived from the document or
predefined. The minimum geospatial distance geocoding approach measures the geospatial
distance between all the candidates and selects the toponyms’ candidates with minimum total
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inter-distance. The minimum hierarchical geographical ontology distance approach constructs a
hierarchical geographical ontology network for all the candidates with their administrative level
and counts the edges between these candidates, and then resolves the toponyms with minimum
amount to edges. All these methods and approaches have been used to analyze web documents to
provide services such as document spatial indexing[36] and information retrieval[69].
However, these existing geocoding methods do not perform well when analyzing online
forum threaded discussion’s toponyms. This is because existing geocoding methods do not
consider the intention of discussion participants, and the heterogeneous intentions could cause
interruptions in discussion. Geocoding online discussion forum threads challenge existing
geocoding approaches as there could be toponyms appearing in the same document but not
related to each other if they appeared in the interruption discourse segments. A discussion thread
was created by an initiator with a purpose, but the heterogeneous background of discussion
participants allowed the occurrence of sub-discussion with purposes unrelated to the initial
purpose of the thread. Importantly, these sub-discussions could be irrelevant to the main
discourse and are termed as the discourse disentanglement [19][34][14] or interruption [23], and
the toponyms appearing in the sub-discussion of a thread could potentially be unrelated to those
toponyms appearing in the main discussion and other sub-discussions.
In this thesis we introduced the concept of intention based discourse modeling proposed
by Grosz and Sidner[23]. According to Grosz and Sidner, a discourse has three structures:
linguistic structure, intentional structure and attentional state. In their work, they claimed that
there is an intention for all the communications (discussion post in online forum discussion thread)
and these intentions contribute to higher level intentions for the overall discourse. During the
development of the discourse, the attentional state constantly changes. The change of attentional
state could be recorded with a focusing space stack. When a new discourse segment emerged with
a focusing space that differs from any focusing spaces already in the stack, the old focusing space
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will pop out of the stack while pushing the new focusing space into the stack at same time.
During the development of discourse, discourse segments with different discourse segment
purpose will be separated from each other through the focusing space stack. However, if a
disentanglement or interruption happened, an auxiliary focusing space stack will be created and
isolate the interruption discourse segments from the main discourse with the same push-pop
actions. This intentional structure based discourse modeling with focusing space stack and
auxiliary stack could be used to improve geocoding by separating the toponyms belonging to
main discourse and interruptions. When performing geocoding disambiguation, each geocoding
method could be applied to the main discourse and each discourse interruption (as there could be
many interruptions) while assuming each of them has their own geographical focus.
This thesis contributes to the research of geographical information retrieval, particularly
focusing on geocoding disambiguation in the automatic geotagging process. Specifically, we
argue that the geocoding disambiguation for toponyms in online forum discussion thread is not
merely determined by the toponyms in the same thread but also the discourse purpose of the
toponyms it serves to, and the discourse segment purpose is representing the discussion
participants’ intention. If a toponym belongs to the discourse’s interruption segment then it needs
to be isolated from the main discourse when applying geocoding disambiguation.
The contributions of this thesis are:


A review of automatic geotagging workflow with emphasis on unsupervised
geocoding disambiguation approaches and heuristics



An assessment of existing geocoding methods for disambiguating toponyms in
online forum discussion threads and a demonstration of these methods’
inadequacy when faced with interruption in discussion



Proposed a new method for geocoding that adopts the intention based discourse
model with intentional structure and consideration of attentional states of
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discussion’s participants to select the geographical context for toponyms’
disambiguation

Future work
This study contributes to the research of geocoding disambiguation in the field of
geographical information retrieval. Notably, there are still challenges and questions that need to
be addressed before applying the finding of this thesis to real world usage. The main challenge is
the design of a system that can recognize the intentions of discussion participants and construct
the intentional based discourse model. We could incorporate existing research works of natural
language discourse processing with the geocoding methods to build a composite geocoding
method and test it with online forum discussion thread dataset. For example, we could apply
existing research studies to identify discourse segments of interruption[5][82] and
disentanglement[19,34,66,67] in a discourse and then construct the focusing space stack in order
to select the toponym geocoding disambiguation context. On the other hand, it is also important
to find existing research work that adopts the intention based discourse model to represent the
attentional state of discourse participants. For example, Lochbaum [48,49] developed a
computational model using the recipe graph to represent collaborative discourse’ intentional
structure of the discourse participants. The theory of sharedPlan [22,24]developed by Lochbaum
models the mental attitudes of the participants during the collaborative plan process using a graph
based method. The final goal of this research is to develop a geocoding method that can
accurately resolve the ambiguous toponyms in online discussion forum thread to correct locations
while handling interruption.
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